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FOIL:WORD
The technical report presents the results of the Orbit Transfer Vehicle Engine Study.
This study was conducted by the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Government Products Division of
United Technologies Corporation for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
George C. Ma_hall Space Flight C_enter, under Contract NAS8-33444.
The results of the study are contained in three volumes, which are submitted in
acc_,rdance with the data requirements of Contract NAS8-33444.
Volume ! Executive Summary.
V,dume I! - Technical Report
\'_dume iil Program Costs
This study was initiated in July 1979, with technical effort beis_g completed in 8 mo and
the delivery of the final rep_rt on 1 May 1980. The study effort wa_ conducted under the
direction of the George C. Marshall ._pace Flight Center Science and Engineering organization,
with Mr. Dale Blount as Contracting Officer's Representative. This effort was carried out by
Prat.t & Whitney Aircraft G_vernment Products Division under the direction of
Mr. ,l. R. Brown, Study Manager.
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SECTION 1
i INTRODUCllONThe Orbit Transfer Vehicle (OTV) is planned as a high-performance propulsive stage
which can be used. in conjunction with the Space Shuttle, to deliver/support large pay-
loads/platforms to geosynchronous earth orbit (GEO) and other orbits beyond low earth orbit
(LEO). Its role is similar to that of the "full capability" Space Tug defined in 1974 with the
primary difference that the OTV will eventually be man-rated.
Studies either underway or planned by NASA are intended to provide the essential data
to identify viable approach(ca) and concept(s) which can fulfill the projected OTV mission
requirements. These studies must also define the timing at which the various capabilities are
required, such as initial unmanned cargo delivery, rendezvous and return of payloads, manned
GEO sortie missions, etc. This information, in addition to projected budgetary considerations,
will be used to determine the OTV development approach (evolutionary/phased/direct de-
velopment, etc.)
In order for vehicle systems studies to cover the full range of OTV concepts, it is essential
that data on the complete spectrum of propulsion systems be available. This study addressed
the propulsion system spectrum by covering candidate OTV engines from the near-term RLI0
(and its derivatives) to advanced high-performance expander and staged combustion cycle
engines. The results of this study, combined with the concurrent vehicle system studies, should
permit an early screening of the OTV concepts and permit design point studies to be initiated
for both engine and vehicle.
I
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SECTION 2
i
STUDY SUMMARY
/ .
2.0 STUDY OBJECTIVE
The object;ves of the Orbit Transfer Vehicle (OTV) Engine Study were h) provide
parametric perfi)rmance, engine programmatic, and cost data on the complete propulsive
spectrum that is available for a variety of high-energy, space-maneuvering missions. This was
to be accomplished to provide this information h) the vehicle systems contractors to be used
during their concurrent studies.
2.1 STUDY TASKS
The activities to accomplish the study objective were broken into seven tasks. A study
plan flow diagram identifying the relationship of each study task is shown in Figure 2-1. The
tasks and work accomplished under each are:
1. Task 1 -- RI,10/Derivative Engine Data -- The "Design Study of RL10
Derivatives" (NAS8-28989) was completed in 1973. This study was re-
viewed and updated to incorporate the effects of improvements in per-
fi)rmance prediction techniques, inflation, and other influencing factors
that have developed since that study was completed. Also, low-thrust
operational characteristics of the RL10 derivative engines were reviewed to
define the impact of extended h)w-thrust operation.
2. Task 2 -- Parametric Engine Data -- Parametric engine data (per-
fi)rmance, weight, envelope, and cost) were generated for advanced ex-
pander and staged combustion cycle engines. Prior to generating the
parametric infi)rmation, preliminary cycle studies were completed to define
ground rules and allow selection of a viable engine configuration ef each
type as baseline engines. The parametric data was then generated using
the selected advanced expander and staged combustion cycle engine
baseline configuration.
3. Task 3 -- Programmatic Analysis Planning and Cost Estimate --- A
detailed programmatic analysis was conducted t() provide the initial project
planning by producing schedule and cost data fi)r the selected engine
concept, as defined in Task 4. In order to provide programmatic data,
items such as hardware lead times, milestone scheduling, type of testing,
facility requirements, and projected costs were compared to previous RLI0
engine history. The overall engine project data was then divided into
: development, production, and (:perational support categories.
r, 4. Task 4 -- Advanced Expander Optimization -- Performance was op-
timized for advanced expander cycle engines with thrust levels of I0, 15,
and 20K Ib at a mixture ratio of 6:1, with a maximum engine retracted
length of 60 in. The preliminary cycle studies completed as part of the
parametric engine data generation (Task 2) provided the starting point for
the optimization. The baseline expander cycle configuration was used to
optimize the combustion chamber/primary nozzle configuration (chamber
i
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length, contraction ratio, coolant passage dimensions, etc.). In addition,
i other cycle studies were conducted to define cycle variations that may
provide performance improvements. These results were evaluated consider-
ing performance-weight trade factors, life requirements, impact of control
requirements, and chilldown/start losses. A preliminary point design en-
gine configuration was determined for each of the three thrust levels and
used to generate power balance points.
5. Task 5 -- Alternate Low-Thrust Capability -- The 15K-lb thrust op-
timized design-point engine (Task 4) was used to determine the design
impact of adaptation to provide extended low thrust (I.5K lb) operation.
The operational characteristics at low thrust of the selected engine con-
figuration were generated to define the critical components for extended
low-thrust operation. Performance characteristics and c,,¢le parameters
were defined and used to determine if kitting of critical components
provides a significant advantage, or if adequate capability is provided by
control mt_ification.
6. Task 6 -- Safety and Reliability Comparisons -- In-depth analyses of crew
safety and mission reliability were made on the optimum expander cycle
engine, as detailed in Task 4, and on the staged combustion OTV engine
detailed in NAS8-32996 to provide a direct comparison of these items for
the staged-combustion and expander-cycle concepts. Both engine systems
were compared on OTV employing I, 2, and 3 engines.
7. Task 7 -- Vehicle Systems Studies Support -- The data generated in the
RLI0 Derivative Update (Task 1) and Parametric Engine Data (Task 2)
was compiled into a Parametric Data Book, published and delivered to
NASA 3 months after start of this study. The information contained in the
document was to be used by the vehicle systems contractors during their
concurrent studies.
The study was initiated in July 1979, and the technical effort was completed in February
1980. The schedule achieved in this study for seven tasks is _hown in Figure 2-2.
This final report consists of three volumes:
Volume I -- Executive Summary
Volume II - Technical Report
Volume Ill -- Program Costs
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2_ STUDY RESULT8
The results of this study are preser,ted in the following paragraphs.
2.2.1 BalmliM Eagimm
Three of the engines defined under Contract NAS8-28989 (the RL10 Derivative IIA, lib
and Category IV) were included in this study and were updatt_j to reflect improvements in
performance predictions, addition of a carbon-carbon extendible nozzle, and inflation.
In addition, the Derivative IIC was defined as a moderately high-performance engine for
use in an early exI_mdable OTV and an advanced expandercycle engine was defined u a 1980
state-of-the-art OTV engine candidate. The baseline engine design points are summarized in
Table 2-1, and a brief description of the performance and operating characteristics of the
engines are given in the following paragraphs. More detailed descriptions are provided in
Volume II of this report.
TABLE 2-1. BASELINE ENGINE DESIGN POINTS
Derivative Derivative Derivative Category Advanced
HA lib l l C IV Ex.,mnder
Full Thrust (vat), Ib _ 16,000
Mixture i4_atio _ 6.0
Chamber Pressure. psia 400 400 400 915 1506
Specific Impulse, es_. 459.8 459.8 458.6 471.7 482.0
Required Inlet Conditions (Full Thrust)
Fuel, NPSP. _i 0 0.5 2 0 0.5
Ozidizer, NPSP, psi 0 4 4 0 I
Installed Length. in. _ 58 _ 60
Weight. Ib 431 392 374 371 391
Nozzle Area Ratio 205 205 205 388 640
Engine Life. Firings/hr 190/5 f 190/5 j I0/!.252 300/103 300/10 '_
Engine Conditioning Tank-Heed Tank-Head Overboard Tank-Head Tank-Head
Idle Idle Dump Idle Idle
Cooldown
I_;aneuvering Thrust Capability Yes Yes No Yes Yes
(pumped idle)
Development Program
Time to FFC. Mo. 64 58 37 80 89
Cost, $79M* I00 79 21 15_ 243
*Including oropellant c_tt, without Fee.
!. Time Between Overhauls (TBO)
2. E:pendable Miuion
3. I_.ign TBO
1980023923-011
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2.2. I. 1 RL 10 Derivative 11.4Engin#
I : 15,000
Thrust Ib
Chamber Pressure : 400 psia
55 in. Area Ratio : 205
_Peration : 459.8 secat 6.0 i R: Full Thrust
(Saturated Propellants)
: Maneuver Thrust
(Saturated Propellan'.s)
\ Conditioning : Tank Head Idle
Weight : 431 Ib
* _ _ Life (TBO) : 190 Firings/5 hr
DDT&E Cost : $,00 Million
t
I I I
FD 75882c
The RL10 Derivative IIA engine is derived from the basic RL10A-3-3, but has increased
performance and operating flexibility for use in the OTV. With a nominal full thrust level of
15,000 lb (in vacuum) at a mixture ratio of 6.0:1, the Derivative IIA engine is defined as an
RL10A-3-3 with the following changes:
1. Two-positi{n nozzle with recontoured primary section to give a large
increase in specific impulse with engine installed length no greater than
the RLIOA-3-3 (70 in.). With a truncated two-position nozzle installed, this
engine has to be able to be installed and tested in the existing test facilities
at Pg_WA/GPD.
2. Injector re,_ptimized for operation at a full thrust mixture ratio of 6.0:1.
3. Tank head idle (THI) capabilities, where the engine is run pressure fed
without its turbopump rotating on propellants supplied from the vehicle
tanks at saturation pressure. Propellant conditions at the engine inlets can
vary from superheated vapor, through mixed phase, to liquid. The objec-
tives are to supply low thrust to settle vehicle propellants and also to
obtain useful impulse from the propellants used to condition the engine
and vehicle feed system.
4. Operation at low thr_st in pumped mode. (maneuver thrust) bt,t without
significe.nt impact on the engine's design. This thrust level was ,_e_cted as
25 '1, of full thrust in the previous study.
5. Two-phase pumping capability, ailGwing operation at both full and maneu-
ver thrust levels with saturated propellants in the vehicle tanks and with
no tank pressurization system or vehicle-mounted boost pumps.
6. Capability for hoth H_ and 0_ autogeneous pressurization which may be
required on very long-burn missions in order to avoid excessively
low-propellant vapor pressure.
A propel_.mt flo_ schematic at full-thrust operation is shown in Figure 2-3.
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2.2.1.2 RL 10 Derivative lib Engine
I Thrust • 15,000 Ib
Chamber Pressure : 400 psia
Area Ratio - 205
55 in. Isp : 459.8 secat 6.0 MR
Operation : Full Thrust (Low NPSH)
: Pumped Idle
(Saturated Propellar,_)
'h Conditioning : Tank Head Idle
\ Weight : 392 Ib
Life (TBO) " 190 FiringrJ5 hr
.----- _ DDT&E Cost : $79 Million
The RIAO l)erivative lib is ,;imilar to the Derivat.ive IIA engine except t.hat it dims not
have the requirement for two-phase pumping capahility at full thrust. The RLI0 Derivat.ive
I}B is defined as the hasic Rl,10A-3-3 engine with the following changes:
I. Two-position nozzle with ret'onh)ured primary section
2. I{eoplimized in.lee*or
3. Tank head idh' mode
4. Pumped idle mode. wilh saturated propellants in vehicle tanks, and
t)ooislrap :ltllogenotls pressurization. This mode of operation allows the
IH,10A-3-;_ Bill-of-Material lurl_ol)ump t,o be run at a suMcienl,ly low
speed where i)repressurizalion subt'ooling of the propellanls al the pump
inh,ls i,,,nol required. 14)' using the t-ngine's bootstrap autogenous pressur-
izalion capabilily, the tanks can then l)e prepressurized to satisfy the
engine's full lhrusl pttmp inh, t net positive suction head (NPSH) require-
menls before acceh,ralion I,o full thrust.
A pr,pellan! flow schematic :d full-lhrust operation is shown in Figure 2-4.
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2.2.1.3 RL 10 Derivative llC Engine
I Thrust : 15,000 IbChamber Pressure : 400 psia
%rea Ratio : 20555 in.
_,ration : 458.6 set:at 6.0 MRFull Thrust (Low NPSH)
Conditioning : Overboard Dump
Weight : 374 Ib
Life (Expendable Mission) : 10 Firings/1.25 hr
DDT&E Cost : $21 Mitlion
I I
FOIllUh
The RLI0 Derivative I1C engine is included in this report, even though it was not one of
the engines defined in the original study, because it is a low-cost, high-perfi)rmance candidate
engine fiw an early expendable ()I'V. The R1A0 Derivative iIC is the existing RLIOA-3-3
engine, with the addition of a high-area-ratio, two-position nozzle and rcqualified to operate
under OTV conditions. As a result, there are the following changes in engine requirements
from those of the RIAOA-3-3 Bill-of-Material engine:
1. Two-positi(}n n,_zzle with recontoured primary section
2. Mixture ratio increased 1o 6.{I (+0.5)
:_. H:, autogPnous pressurization
4. Increased life
5. 50', reduced NPSH limit and minimum pump inlet pressures reduced
from 30 to 28 psia (H:,) and from 45 to ;15 psia (O.:).
A propelhini llow schematic at full-thrust operation is shown in Figure 2-5.
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22.1.4 RL 10 Calegory IV Engine
Thrust 15,000 lb
ChamberPressure 915 psia
5 Area Ratio 388
Iso 471.7 secat 6.0 MR
Operation Full Thrust(Saturated Propellants)
: ManeuverThrust
_ __ (Saturated Propellants)
Conditioning : Tank Head Idle
Weight : 371 Ib
: 300 Firings/10 hr
Life (Design TBO) :
"_----- \ DDT&E Cost $157 Million
\
FO 74124B
Unlike the Derivative !! baseline engines, which are modified versions of the RL10A-3-3,
the RI,10 Category IV engine is a "clean sheet" design. However, it is not an ad-
vanced-technology engine, since it uses the same expander power cycle and basic design
concepts of the RI,10. Basically, it is a 1973 update of a design optimized specifically for use in
the OTV. The baseline i{Ll0 Category IV engine has the following requirements:
!. Interface requiremenls: interchangeable with RI,10 Derivative IIA.
2. Operating mcK'les:Same as RI,10 l)erivative IlA, i.e.,
• Tank head idle mode
• Maneuver thrust
• Two-phase pumping capability at full thrust
3. l)esign life: 3tgl firings and 10 hr
4. Thrttst level: 15,tXR_Ib at 6.0 mixture ratio
5. l_erformance: optimize.
A lWOl)elhml flow schematic at full-thrust operation is shown in Figure 2-6.
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2.2.1.5 Advanced Expander Engine
60_ _ Thrust : 15,000 Ib
• Chamber Pressure : 1505 psla!
Area Ratio : 640
\_ I,, : 482.0 sec at 6.0 MR
(Low NPSH)
: Maneuver Thrust
(Saturated Propellants)
' Conditioning : Tank Head Idle
Weight : 391 Ib
Life (Design TBO) : 300 Firings/10 hr
DDT&E Cost : 243 Million
FD 74124(:
Like the RL10 Category IV engine, the Advanced Expander engine is a "clean sheet"
design. Unlike the Category IV engine, it is an advanced-technology engine, incorporating
improved pump and turbine designs, a carbon-carbon extendible nozzle, and a hydrogen
regenerator. Basically, it is a 1980 state-of-the-art design optimized specifically for use in the
OTV. The baseline Advanced Expander engine has the following requirements:
1. Interface requirements: not yet defined
2. Operating modes: Same as RL10 Derivative IIB, i.e.,
• Tank head idle mode
• Maneuver thrust
• Low NPSH pumping capability at full thrust.
3. Design life: 300 firings and 10 hr
4. Thrust level: 15,000 lb at 6.0 mixture ratio
5. Performance: optimize
A propellant flow schematic at full thrust operation is shown in Figure 2-7.
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2.2.2 Parametric Data
The parametric performance levels of the RL10 Derivative engines defined in 1973 were
updated to reflect improvements in JANNAF prediction techniques and then adjusted to
correlate with high-area-ratio nozzle performance test data generated with the RL10 and ASE
engines. Also generated were parametric engine data (performance, weight, envelope, and cost)
based on study ground rules (e.g., 1980 state-of-the-art, performance-optimized, man-rated
reliability) for advanced expander and staged combustion cycle engines. Preliminary cycle
studies were conducted which defined the ground rules. A viable engine configuration was
selected for each basic cycle, and the parametric data was generated using these basic
configurations as starting points.
Figure 2-8 shows specific impulse, weight, and overall diameter for the RL10 Derivative
and Advanced Expander engines as a function of retracted engine length. This figure indicates
the growth potential of the expander cycle by showing how specific impulse has increased from
459.8 sec for a 1960's technology engine (Derivative II) to 471.7 sec for a 1970's technology
engine (Category IV) to 482.0 sec for the current technology engine.
Staged combustion cycle and advanced expander cycle performance characteristics as a
function of thrust level are shown in Figure 2-9. As shown, there is vo significant difference in
performance fi)r the two cycles.
2.2.3 Advanced Expander Optimization
A prepoint design stud)' was performed to optimize thrust chamber geometry and cooling,
engine cycle variations, and controls for an advanced expander engine. Performance was
optimized for thrust levels of 10, 15, and 20K lb at a mixture ratio of 6:1 and an engine
retracted length of 60 in. Variations in component design and the combustion
chamber/primary nozzle configuration were studied to evaluate possible performance improve-
meat. A summary of the results of the cycle optimization is presented in Table 2-2. An ()pen
h)op, passive control system was selected for the engine to provide high reliability. Optimum
chamber length was determined to be 15 in., and the optimum contraction ratio was found to
he approximately 4:1, as shown in Figures 2-10 and 2-11. A Dreliminary point design engine
cycle was determined for each of the three thrust levels, and power balance points were
_-l_ shows chamber pressure and specific impulse characteristics for thesegenerated. Figure ') ')
preliminary design points.
2.2.4 Expander Cycle Low Thrust
RI,10 derivative and advanced expander cycle engine characteristics at low thrust were
examined to determine the effect of extended low-thrust operation. The impacts on critical
coml)onents and engine lit_ were defined, and performance characteristics were generated. No
modifications to the engines were required to enable extended operation at low thrust. Kitting
of critical engine components for the advanced e.xpander cycle engine was also investigated.
And, while it appears that performance, weight, an:i/or reliability gains are achievable, it must
be determined if kitting sl)ecifically for h)w-thrust missions is economically justified. The
available gain and co._'.tof kitting are provided in Table 2-3. Expander cycle performance
characteristics at low thrust are shown in Figure 2-13.
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TABLE 2-2. ADVANCED EXPANDER ENGINE COMPONENT
OPTIMIZATION
Configuration Change
from Baseline Engine APerforrnance Effect Comments
2- to 3-Stage Fuel Pump Pc - + 140 psi Not incorporated because per-
(10K thrust) lap ffi +0.9 sec formance increase does not justify
Wt ffi + 7 Ib added cost and complexity.
Payload - +82 lb
115,000 to 150,000 Fuel Pc- +100 psi Not incorporated because per-
Pump Speed (10K thrust) lap _ffi+0.7 sec formance increase does not justify
Wt = -12 lb added cost and complexity.
Payload ffi +I10 |o
40% to 50% Regenerator Pc _ +130 psi Effectiveness must be limited to
Effectiveness (15K thrust) lap =" +0.6 sec keep chamber coolant temperature
Wt = +14 Ib low enough to meet engine life
Payload ffi +36 lb requirements.
Series Turbines to Paral- Pc ffi -25 psi Not incorporated because of slightly
lel Turbines (15K thrust) lap ffi -0.2 sec lower performance and increased
Wt ffi -3 lb flow control complexity.
Payload ffi - 15 Ib
Parallel to Counter Pc _ -310 psi Not incorporated because of lower
Chamber Coolant Flow Isp ffi -3.3sec performance.
Routing (15K thrust) Wt ffi +5 Ib
Payload _ -416 lb
2O
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TABLE 2-3. KITTED BASELINEENGINE SUMMARY
Weight Cost Impact
Change DDT&E Production
Component Kitted Effect (ib) ($M) ($M)
1. Coatroh Increm_ Reliability -16 +L0 +0.1
2. Clumber/Nozzle Optimized l)e_m; -35 +52 +0.6
+ 14.5 Je¢ llp
3. l_tor Optimized Design - 18 + 1.5 +0.1
a,,d.ign
Note: 1, C_sts are rough-order-o_-nmbmitudein FY '79 millions and are increases
above baseline engine DDT&E levels not cemidering required consumables
or facility modifications.
2. Prck_uctioncosts are per engine cost based on a buy of 50 kitted engines.
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Development plans established for modified 15,000-1b thrust RLIOA-3-3 engines (De-
rivatives IIA and liB) and optimized expander cycle RLI0 engine (Category IV) in the 1973
Contract NAS8-28989 "Design Study of RLI0 Derivatives" were used as the basis for the plans
presented here. Plans were adjusted to reflect the procurement lead times currently being
experienced and any new information available. A program plan for the new 15,000-1b thrust
Advanced Expander Cycle engine was generated during this study.
The engine development program approach, used in the program planning for the
Contract NAS8-28989 study, was based on design verification specifications (DVS) which
specify the design requirements and method of verifying these requirements for the baseline
RLI0 Derivative engines (Derivatives IIA and liB). DVS's were not generated for the
Category. IV engine, but an estimate of the verification program for this engine was made. The
Advanced Expander Cycle engine program was estimated in a similiar manner. The DVS's
establish a minimum development program because the assumption is made that the develop-
ment program is "'success oriented," and only one design, build, test cycle through engine Final
Flight Certification is required. Knowing that previous RLI0 and other rocket engine (e.g., F-I
and J-2) development programs have not been accomplished in a single cycle, a redesign and
reverification effort has been considered in the total engine development program plans. The
total development program effort planned for each engine design was based on data and
experience from previous RLI0 engine programs. The redesign and reverification effort was
determined by estimatin_ the DVS requirements and deducting these from the total engine
development program requirements.
Preliminary program plans were developed for each baseline engine design configuration
for the total development through Final Flight Certification (FFC). Program planning was
ba._l on DVS's formulated for those RLI0 engine components not already qualified, i.t',
components that are not of the same configuration as those usecl in the operational RLIOA-3-3
engine that is currently used in the Centaur launch vehicle. As stated above, a redesign and
reverification effort was included to achieve a realistic total engine development program. The
major milestones and key decision points, as well _s other significant activities of these
programs, were derived, and the durations established for the specified tasks. The number of
hardware components and engines required in equivalent engine sets, and the number of
er._.ine tests were specified for both the DVS program requirement.q and the total development
program requirements.
Test facilities required for engine development and Ground Support Equipment develop-
ment were identified. Other end items, including packaging, preservation, handling and
mock-up activities were also specified.
Budgetary and planning cost estimates for each baseline engine Category (Derivative IIA,
liB, IIC, Category IV and Advanced Expander) are presented in Volume III of this Report.
These cost estimates were determined for the development engine programs, the production
programs, including the first production unit, and the Operational and Flight Support
programs.
The development plans for the RIA0 Derivative lib and the Advanced Expander cycle
engine are given in the following sections.
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2.2.S.1 RL 10 Der_atim lib Engine
The development program for the baseline Derivative lIB engine will require about 59 me
of design, fabrication, and test effort. This effort will encompass three design, build, test cycles
to FFC (Initial, PFC and FFC configurations). Figure 2-14 depicts the development schedule,
presenting the major program milestones and key decision points as well as the total engine
development program. The design and fabrication schedules for this program are shown in
Figure 2-15, and the program test plan is shown in Figure 2-16.
Preliminary DVS documents were generated during the previous study for the new and
modified RL10A-3-3 components, which require design verification for the baseline Derivative
liB engine.
The DVS's establish the program requirements in terms of numbers of hardware and
tests for testing levels estimated for verification of the components and engin_ design at PFC
and FFC. The requirements specified in these documents are based on verifying a single design
with no redesign iterations. From the preliminary component and engine DVS design and
verification requirements, about 9 equivalent engine sets of hardware, 53 engine builds
(including rebuilds), and 500 engine tests were determined to be necessary to accomplish the .
baseline Derivative IIl3 verification program objectives through Final Flight Certification. The
estimate for redesign and reverification is about 40% of the total development effort. It was
estimated that about 48 me would be necessary to accomplish the baseline Derivative lib
engine development DVS program component and engine design, fabrication, assembly and
test verification requirements.
It was estimated that abater 750 e,gine tests over a period of 32 me, combined with a
27-mo design support, fabrication, and initial component test period, would be necessary to
accomplish the total baseline Derivative lib engine total development program objectives.
Duration of the overall development effort is estimated at 59 me. These total program
requirements are based on previous RL10 engine modification history and similar concept
history, and current material lead time. Development of the RL10A-3-3 engine model required
about 1,000 engine tests during the 24-mo test period, and a 33-mo overall development
program duration.
Five active engines were selected for the Derivative lib engine development program based
on the above considerations and particular characteristics of the expander turbine power cycle. A
Iotal of about 80 engine builds and rebuilds will be used for the Derivative liB engine total
deveh)pmen! program as compared with 175 for the equivalent BL10A-3-3 development program.
About 23 equivalent engine sets of hardware are planned to support the total assembly and test
programs.
Fabrication and testing of the Derivative liB engine will be accomplished in the existing
RI,10A-3-:_ facilities. To accomplish the engine test program, two vertical test stands, E-6 and
E-7, will be used. Test stand E-6 is now used for acceptance testing of the operational
RIAOA-3-3 engines being delivered to the NASA-LeRC for Centaur and will be used in this
program for testing Derivative lib engine with a primary nozzle, i.e., without a nozzle
extension. Test stand E-7, now inactive, will be reactivated for the tank head idle thrust,
pumped idle thrust, and full thrust level engine testing of engines with a truncated nozzle
extension. The major stand special test equipment, that is planned for installation in E-7 test
stand, is required to provide an accurate simulation of predicted propellant conditions under
the zero gravity conditions encountered in space.
The high-area-ratio nozzle engine testing can be accomplished in a high-altitude facility
such as the Arnold Engineering and Development Center (AEDC) test stand J-3. It is
necessary Io make modifications to these stands to make them operational for this testing. For
!his develolm_ent program the AEDC J-3 test stand was considered the baseline.
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2.2.5.2 Advlnced Jrxpander Cycle Engiem
The development program for the baseline Advanced engine design consists of 89 mo of
design, fabrication and test effort. This effort encompasses three design build-test cycles to
FFC; i.e., initial, Preliminary Flight Configuration (PFC), and Final Flight Configuration
(FFC). The development schedule showing the major program milestones, key decision points,
and the total engine development program is shown in Figure 2-17. The baseline Advanced
Expander Cycle engine design and fabrication schedules are shown in FibTure2-18.
Major component testing will be initiated with high-pressure fuel turbopump and
oxidizer turbopump and b_aring testing followed by low-pressure fuel and oxidizer pump,
valve and control system testing. Engine testing will begin 36 mo after start of development.
Aithoug_ DVS's were not formulated as a part of the Advanced Expander Cycle engine
development program plan, an estimate of the DVS program requirements was made. This was
made from DVS requirements comparison of the Advanced Expander Cycle engine configura-
tion with the engineering judgment to upgrade the Derivative II engine DVS requirements to a
level comparable to Advanced Expander Cycle engine DVS requirements. The resulting DVS
program requirements necessary for the Advanced Expander Cycle engine are 15 equivalent
sets of engine hardware, 108 engine builds (including rebuilds), and 750 engine system tests.
Eight active engines (for a total of 180 engines, including rebuilds), were selected for the total
development program. About 40 equivalent engine' sets cf hardware are needed to support the
total assembly and test program.
It was estimated that _bout 72 mo would be necessary to accomplish the baseline
Advanced Expander engine DVS program component and engine design, fabrication, assembly,
and test verification requirements.
Historical RL10 design, fabrication, and test experience formed the basis for estimating
the duration of the overall baseline Advanced Expander Cycle development and the number of
engine tests required. It was estimated that about 1250 engine tests over a period of 53 mo,
combined with a 36-mo design, fabrication, and initial component test period, will be necessary
to accomplish the baseline Advanced Expander Cycle engine development program objectives.
Duration of the overall development effort is estimated at 89 too. RL10 engine development to
the first RL10 Preliminary Qualification i'equired about 1,200 engine tests ap" a 64-mo
development program.
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2.2.6 Safety end Reliability Comparisons
Crew safety and mission reliabilitv are important considerations in the selection of an
engine configuration for the OTV. As part of this study, parametric curves of mission and crew
; safety reliability as a function of engine reliability were generated for 1-, 2-, and 3-engine
vehicles with and without engine-out capability. The results are shown in Figure 2-19, and the
assumptions used in this analysis were:
• I0% of all main engine failures will destroy adjacent engine(s) but not
damage tile re,,a!:,dcr of the vehicle including the auxiliary propulsion
system (APS).
• 5% of _,11main engine failures ",lw_. disable the vehicle
• The APS has same reliability as main _gine(s)
• No rescue facilities are available
• 6 burns are required to complete mission
• 3 burns are required to save crew
• No vehicle damage results from APS failure.
Of the eight configurations presented in Figure 2-19, a two-engine system with an
engine-out safety capability and a single-engine system with an APS safety backup provide the
highest combined crew safety and mission reliability levels. This figure also illustrates that
engine reliability near the present RLI0 demonstrated reliability and 0.9982 (90% lower bound
confidence) is probably necessary to provide mission and safety reliability.
A failure mode comparison and engine reliability comparison was made for the optimum
Advanced Expander Cycle Engine defined in this study and the Staged Combustion Cycle
Engine defined in Contract NAS8-32996.
A failure mode and effects analysis was completed for the advanced expander cycle, and
66 failure modes were identified. This number of failure modes is essentially the same as for
the RL10 enginv. Four of these failure modes were identified as being likely to cause complete
system loss or major system damage. Based on this number of hazardous failure modes it was
estimated that 6", of the failures would result in damage to an adjacent engine, and 3% would
damage the vehicle,
Design features and operating characteristics for *.,hestaged combustion engine were then
compared to those of the advanced expander engine to identify relative failure modes. The
staged combustion engine was found to have at least 109 failure modes with 33 of these likely
to cause complete system loss or major system damage. Based on this information it wa_,_
estimated that 30', of the failures would result in damage to an adjacent engine, and 15"/
would damage the vehicle. The number of failure modes estimated for the staged combustion
engine is probably low since sufficient information was not available to make a detailed
evaluation of its control system, and many more failure modes exist in that area. An engine's
reliability is related to th_ number of potential failure modes and engine configuratio_ (_.g.,
contr.I system, cycle, etc.). Since the RL10 is similar to the advanced expender cycle engine in
these areas, estimated engine reliability was determined based on RL10 experience. The staged
combusti,n engine configuration (from Contract NAS3-32996) is similar to the SSME (e.g.,
control system, cycle, etc.) and is expected to have a similar number of failure modes.
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Conf'qumtion Mission Safety Reqm't Mission SafetyReqm't Rel Rel
1 Main Enlline I ME I ME MI Si
! Main Enlline, i APS I ME 1 ME or AP$ M2 $2
2 Main Enlllmm 2 ME 1 ME M3 $3
2 Main Enlines i ME I ME 644 $4
2 Maln Eallines 2 MI_ 2 ME M5 $5
2 Main Eqltnes, 1 APS 2 ME 1 ME or APS M6 S6
3 Main Enlllmm 2 ME i ME M7 $7
3 Main_ 3 ME 2 ME M8
DF _a5914
b'it.,ure 2-19, Impact .[ ('.n[i_ureti.n .n ()'l V Nystem Reliclhility
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Therefore, the estimated engine reliability for the staged combustion conf_uration was based
cm SSME experience. Estimated reliability at FFC for the advanced expander engine is 0.9967,
and for the staged combustion engine 0.9898. Crew safety and mission reliability were
e _timated for both engine cycles, and the results are shown in Figure 2-20. They indicate that
both crew safety and mission reliability will be significantly higher with the advanced
_xpander engine. While the absolute levels may not be exact, the relative levels and trends
should be indicative of the differences that exist between the two engine cycles.
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SECTION S
CONCLUSIONS
l. The RL10 and its derivatives are the only high-performance upper-stage engines that can
be operational in the 1980'_
2. RLI0 Derivative engines have a specific impulse that is within 4% of all OTV advanced
engines.
3. RLI0 Derivative engines can provide the highest demonstrated reliability for OTV
applicatious.
4. An expander cycle engine is inherently more reliable than a staged combustion cycle
engine. For example, the estimated single burn demonstrated reliability of the advanced
expander cycle engine considered in this study is 0.9967 (at FFC) while the staged
combustion _Tcle engine demonstrated reliability was estimated to be 0.9898.
5. There is no significant performance difference between advanced expander and staged
combustion cycle engines.
6. The expander cycle engine provides as much potential for performance growth as a
staged combustion cycle engine for OTV applications.
7. A high-thrust expander cycle engine provides good performance and long life at
low-thrust operating conditions with no need for kitting.
8. There is a substantial difference in development cost between the advanced expander
cycle and staged combustion cycle engines.
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SECTION 4
RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Work should be initiated on RL10 Derivative engines to support a 1987 OTV operational
capability.*
2. Further OTV system definition work should be accomplished to better define en-
gine/vehicle interface requirements and sensitivities in areas such as low thrust operating
requirements and full thrust NPSH levels.
3. Component technology programs should be initiated in composite materials, the thrust
chamber/nozzle and fuel turbopump areas leading to a data base on these critical items
on which an advanced expander cycle engine design can be based.
4. The staged-combustion cycle should be dropped from further consideration for advanced
OTV applications due to its complexity, higher cost, lower reliability, and no significant
performance difference when compared to an advanced expander cycle engine.
r__
*See P&WAFP 80-807.RI,10/RLI0DerivativeEngineProgramfor the 1980'_,3 March1980.
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